
market; and manufacturers' prices sometimes moved in a contrary
direction to costs, on account of demand influences. A bad harvest
caused food prices to rise, and the purchasing power of farmers to fall,
which resulted in lower demand for manufactures; this in turn had an
adverse effect on wages as well as profits. (A recent study by Robert
Boyer3 has shown that in the 18* and early 19,h centuries wages in the
Paris region moved in inverse relation, and not in direct relation, to food
prices. When food prices rose owing to a bad crop the demand for urban
labour feil and jobs were more difficult to find; so that workers were
doubly hit - by lower money earnings owing to a fall in demand, as well
as by higher food prices.)

In the 20m Century all this had changed - particularly if we date the
Century from 1920, rather than 1900. While agricultural and raw material
prices continued to move up and down with short-term changes in
demand or expectations and remained very volatile, the prices of
manufactured goods were increasingly fixed by the producers who
became "price-makers". They then became "administered" prices,
determined by the leading producers - (there is always price leadership
under oligopoly). Berle and Means in their book on The Modem
Corporation, published in 1932, found that the 100 leading corporations
then accounted for something like one half of the manufacturing Output
of the U. S., and that these corporations followed the practice of
"administered prices" which were changed at very infrequent intervals.
The leading producer in each industry fixed prices and others followed
them. At the same time wages became increasingly determinded
collectively in negotiations between trade unions and employers.

This change-over from flexible to rigid prices in industry was con-
comitant with the manufacturers acquiring "brand control". New pro-
ducts (I think bicycles was one of the earliest examples) were sold under
the makers' own brand; this practice was aided by the discovery of
modern advertising. Modern advertising and manufacturers' brand
domination went hand in hand. It was also aided, in the U. K. for quite a
long time, by re-sale price maintenance contracts - which were only
made illegal in this country in the early 1960s.

Under this system improvements in productivity often took the form
of quality improvements, rather than a price reduction. A Singer Sewing
machine kept selling around the same price but almost each year they
brought out a better product. Cadbury's 2d bar remained a 2d bar for
50 years or more, but sometimes it contained more chocolate and milk,
and sometimes less, depending on the change in cocoa and sugar prices.
Industrial wages rose with profits; they rose during a boom, but thanks
to trade unions feil very little in a depression - this ratchet-like
behaviour was another factor making for relative rigidity of industrial
prices. The inter-war period introduced a host of new products for mass
consumption - motor cars, vacuum cleaners and so on, all of which were
priced and marketed in the same way.

However, in primary products, by contrast, competition worked in
the same way as in the 19lh Century - productivity improvements were
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